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1

OH, THE MANY HATS WE WEAR DAILY AS EDUCATORS. HOW MANY

roles must we assume in order to meet the unique needs of our students? We know that
one style does not fit everyone because each individual comes to each learning experi-
ence with a unique bank of prior knowledge and experiences. We consider the learner’s
needs and choose the most appropriate style for each activity or event.

In these daily activities, we wear a variety of hats for each occasion. We are aware of
the need for them to be appropriate, so we search for the right one!

Hats are worn for specific jobs and special occasions. For example, police officers, fire-
fighters, and members of the armed services wear uniform hats. Educators wear uniform
hats, too, as they carry out federal, state, and local mandates and standards.  The established
standards provide a framework for expectations and responsibilities in each grade level. It
is important for educators to become familiar with the uniform hats needed for their state,
district, and school. They must keep these accessible at all times to carry out mandates.
While these hats are passed to teachers from outside the classroom, the way a teacher
chooses to wear them while teaching the standards is usually in their control. 

Differentiated management challenges educators to wear a variety of management hats
daily as they adapt to the students’ unique needs. Most teachers have a large collection of
comfortable hats—or favorite instructional approaches. Often, a teacher’s favorite, and
most comfortable, instructional hat does not coordinate with a particular student’s
strengths or preferred method of learning. When this occurs, the teacher must wear an
uncomfortable hat in order to reach that learner.

Responsive educators must go to great lengths to find the right hat for each student’s
learning styles. For example, when a struggling student is a visual learner and visual/
spatial approaches are the teacher’s weakness, that teacher needs to put on a glitzy hat and
move into uncomfortable, visual strategies to help the learner.

STRATEGICALLY PLANNING
DIFFERENTIATED MANAGEMENT
According to Gregory and Chapman (2007), differentiation is a philosophy. To make sure
all students are learning every day, teachers choose to differentiate instruction. For this to
happen, teachers purposely plan to meet each learner’s varied needs. This is not an easy task.

INTRODUCTION
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9

MANAGING THE
DIFFERENTIATED

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

IN A DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM, ALL ASPECTS OF THE

environment are designed to provide each student with the most positive, productive,
and nourishing learning experiences possible. The affective and physical environments
are consciously established and maintained. Like a chef, a teacher needs to prepare the
right recipe for the appropriate situation. Wearing the chef’s hat, the teacher chooses the
perfect ingredients to make learning a treat while nurturing each student’s unique needs
and tastes.

The affective realm includes the student’s attitude toward learning and feelings about per-
sonal relationships with peers and the teacher. A positive classroom environment feeds the
brain’s ability to receive, process, and apply information. The physical realm includes the
arrangement of desks, furniture, books, and materials. The appearance of posted informa-
tion and displays has a major impact on the learner’s perception of the physical environment.

Any classroom can be a comfortable, inviting place to learn. This was evident to us in
a recent visit to a small, but cozy, high school classroom. We asked students why they were
so anxious to get to this class. They said, “We hurry because we like our teacher. We feel
at home.” This teacher had established an extremely positive climate for learning in one of
the smallest classrooms we have visited.

An inviting and comfortable learning culture that supports the unique needs of a student
fosters personal and academic success. Finding the right recipe to manage the complexities of
the learning environment in the differentiated classroom is a challenging but rewarding task.

MANAGING THE AFFECTIVE ENVIRONMENT
The affective environment sets the tone or climate for learning. Students need a safe,
inviting place that gives them a sense of home when they enter the room. The teacher

1
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Student’s Role (Tutor)
• Review the information or skill you will teach.

• Identify the most important term, steps, or phrases and choose the best way to
teach it.

• Prepare the supplies and work area.

• Teach the skill or information in small steps or small chunks using your own
explanations and examples.

• Assist, encourage, and praise the student you are tutoring.

Student’s Role (Tutored)
• Learn all you can from the tutor.

• Take advantage of the opportunity to learn more about an area of weakness or a
trouble spot.

• Show respect toward your tutor. Realize that this is a way to get the assistance you
need.

• Stay focused on the explanation! Ask questions to get clarification when you need it.

• Rehearse and review the newly learned information with your tutor.

• Thank the tutor for helping you.

120 DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

FIVE (STAR) MANAGEMENT TIPS FOR
MANAGING PEER TUTORING

1. Choose a tutor who can explain the information in a way that the student will
understand. Take time to give the tutor teaching guidelines and tips.

2. Provide the needed teaching supplies such as chart paper, markers, notepads,
and pens.

3. Use a student who has had a “light bulb” cognitive moment as the tutor. Avoid
overuse of high-end learners as peer tutors. They need opportunities to expand
their knowledge base, too.

4. Give specific directions, such as the following:

• Collect the materials and supplies you need.

• Find a comfortable place to work.

• Sit side by side when you work together, check work, or read from the same
page or article.

• Work quietly for _________ minutes.

• Explain the information so the learner can understand it.

• Move to the computer and use the _________ game for practice.

• Follow the steps on the poster, paper, or book.

• Work with the information on pages _____.

�����
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Warning for Instructional Strategies
The most effective strategy becomes ineffective with an unconscious action. Use the

following list to become consciously aware of these pitfalls.

MANAGING INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 125

Figure 4.1

Warning

Overkilling

Suspending 
in midair

Staying in 
a rut

Flip-flopping

In a holding
pattern

Pitfalls

Giving too many
directions or too
much information at
one time.

Leaving learning
fragments with no
links. No bridging
from one lesson to
another.

Spending too much
time on one aspect
of the lesson.

Moving to a new
standard or skill
before the first one
is mastered and 
flip-flopping
between them.

Pausing the lesson
until one or two
students understand
a skill or procedure. 

Examples

All facts are
presented in one
teacher-directed
lesson.

There is no wrap-up
for the lesson on
Friday. A new skill or
topic is started in
the next class
session.

This often occurs
when the teacher or
students are carried
away with their
interest in a topic.

The term latitude is
introduced, but not
mastered. The term
longitude is
introduced. The
discussion refers to
latitude.

Everyone slows
down or stops their
work while one
student receives
special instruction or
assistance from the
teacher.

Suggested
Prescriptions for
Prevention

Present appropriate
chunks of information
for students to
process before
presenting the next
chunk.

Link the current
lesson with the
previous lesson.

Maintain the pace of
the lesson by
following the
instructional plans.

Complete a segment
of learning and
develop it before
moving to the next
one.

Maintain thrust or
momentum during
instruction. Give the
student having
difficulty appropriate
instruction or an
alternative
assignment during
the total group’s
practice session.
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Figure 5.9

MANAGING DIFFERENTIATED ASSESSMENT 209

FIVE (STAR) MANAGEMENT TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE QUESTIONING

1. Present questions in novel ways.

�����

2. Occasionally give students unexpected ways to respond to questions. Use each
response strategy until they master or take ownership of it. When you use it
again, the learners will know how to use it without extensive directions.

Examples:

• Give partners time to whisper the answer to each other, agree on the best
answer, and write it down.

• Engage students in physical actions for responses such as standing, sitting, or
using hand signals.

• Ask each student to respond by writing a response in a shape related to the study.

• Use response cards with the possible answers written in unique fonts or neon colors.

• Ask students to record responses on a sticky note or small piece of paper. They
wait for a signal and show the answer to a neighbor before the teacher gives
the correct answer.

(Continued)

Container
Questions

• Basket
• Box
• Bucket
• Can
• Compartment
• Cup
• Drawer
• Envelope
• Folder
• Glass
• Hat
• Jar
• Pan
• Pouch
• Sack
• Sock
• Suitcase
• Tub
• Tube

Written
Questions

• In a survey

• On the
board/overhead

• In a PowerPoint
presentation

• In a journal

• In a station

• On a choice
board

• In a shaker or
jar

• In the book

• On a test

• Under desks or
chairs

• On ribbons

• In a spotlight

• In graffiti style

• On the door

• On a mobile

Oral
Questions

• Within the
group

• From
partners

• From
individuals

• From
consensus

• Read from
written
material

• In a game
format such
as “21
Questions”

• In a
computer
program

• Recorded 
• In a rap

Action
Questions

• Roll a cube with
a question on
each side.

• Use a spinner. 

• Sing to favorite
tunes.

• Use game
board formats.

• Select easy or
difficult
questions from
a container.

• Toss a dice to
identify the
question choice.  

• Race with a
classmate to
the question.
The winner
selects the
question  for
the opponent
to answer.
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